Home based Speech and Language Activities

To: Students in Mrs. Jansco’s Class
From: Mrs. Alford

Week: 3/30/2020 to 4/3/2020

Words with more than one meaning are multiple meaning words. Please state two different meanings for the following words: bank, change, seal, rock, operation, ruler, bright, pet, fine, and trunk.

Week: 4/6/2020 to 4/10/2020

Please state two different meanings for the following words: gum, buck, top, fly, hit, right, tip, mine, watch, and racket. I hope you enjoy doing this review activity.

Week: 4/13/2020 to 4/17/2020

Homonyms are words that sound alike but have different meanings (Example: no/known). Please use the following homonyms in sentences to demonstrate your understanding of how each of the two words in a pair should be used differently: one/won, right/write, week/weak, wood/would, their/there, piece/peace, whole/hole, stair/stare, sealing/ceiling, plane/plain.

Week: 4/20/2020 to 4/24/2020

Please use the following homonyms in sentences to demonstrate your understanding of how each of the two words in a pair should be used differently: board/bored, paws/pause, rose/rows, steel/steal, sell/cell, blue/blew, bear/bare, ant/aunt, chews/choose, see/sea.